ACM Integration to Biometric Access

The Access Control Manager (ACM) system integration leverages the VIRDI solution to add biometric authentication to restricted locations and areas requiring a high level of security.

Enroll Biometric Identities

Set up biometric identities directly from ACM software through our integration with the VIRDI Biometrics Enrollment Manager interface—simply connect the USB enrollment reader to any client machine.

Build Your Solution

- VIRDI enrollment USB fingerprint reader
  AC-VT-READ-BIO-USB-FOH02-SC

- VIRDI Biometrics Enrollment Manager: To be installed on a compatible windows client machine with network access to the Avigilon ACM appliance.

Detect Fingerprints at Secure Access Points

Using human capacitance, infrared light and advanced algorithms, VIRDI fingerprint sensors are designed to quickly and accurately detect fingerprints and discern fake biometric attempts.

IP65 Rating – IP65 environmental rating for exceptional dust and water resistance.

OSDP Compatible – Open Supervised Device Protocol simplifies RS485 connectivity and reduces the amount of wiring required.

Build Your Solution

- VIRDI IP65 fingerprint smartcard reader with keypad
  AC-VT-READ-BIO-RFID-AC5000SC-BLK

- VIRDI IP65 fingerprint smartcard reader
  AC-VT-READ-BIO-RFID-AC2000SC

- VIRDI UNIS Software: To be installed on a compatible windows server with network access to the Avigilon ACM appliance.

Required Licensing

VIRDI software integration license AC-SW-LIC-VIRDI-BIO
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